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My name is Tee and I'm running a hairdressing business. So, when I opened my business, I had a
clear idea of what I really want. Yes, I'm really good at what I do. I do hairdressing, can make people
wonderful, I make changes in people's life by just doing it with color. Apart from that, I thought, Okay,
well what I can make a difference in this world, especially for next generation, I thought about it. And
then this idea came to me: encouraging my client to bring their own towel, which is wonderful,
wonderful things I wish I had done this many, many years ago.
And it's one of the environmental footprints we want to change. Apart from that we recycle hair for oil
spillage: they use hair to suck all the oils. And also, we are really, really careful who we work with. I
really handpick this brand called Davines. I've worked with them for many years now. Again, they are
sustainable, everything recycles, and the colors and the product are amazing.
Accounting is one of the most important things that every business should look into it, but I found that
this quite later in the business maybe after five years. I'm a technician so I don't really see the numbers.
And then I can see my business it's not really going forward. Although my mind say I want to bring it
forward, it's not really happening, how it's meant to be happened.
I have a good relationship with my accountant, they are a big part of my family, you know, they
know everything what we do and they're really helping from bottom of their heart.
When I am receiving a HMRC letter, I'll always get afraid what it is because most of the things I can
read out, but I can't read all of it. I don't understand their language. And here now just take a photo
send an email the next minute saying “Don't worry, Tee it's all sorted”. And I could not believe the first
email I sent to Madeleine! I just thought oh my God no more sitting for two hours waiting the response
(as we did with previous accountant) you know and all that is it's made me think why didn't do it before?
Smart Accounting really brilliant! They are part of the family helping my business to grow!
Please go to my website, kartee.salon and have a look. And you know exactly who we are. We're not
just making hair beautiful. We make this planet beautiful as well. Thank you.
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